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To @ZZ whom. it may concern: 
Be it known that we, JAMES JOLLY and 

'WILLIAM JOLLY, both citizens of Great Brit 
ain, and residents of Holyoke, in the county 
of Hampden and State of Massachusetts, 
United States of America, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in “Tire 
Drawing Machines, of which the following is 
a specification, reference being had to the ac 
companying drawings and letters and figures 
of reference marked thereon. 
Our invention relates to a wire-drawing 

machine, the object being to provide a ma 
chine of this character in which the tension 
on the spools will be uniform, the dies main 
tained in proper position for effective work, 
and the necessary lubrication of the wire 
conveniently accomplished. 

IVith these ends in view the invention con 
sists in the combinations of devices and fea 
tures of construction hereinafter fully de 
scribed, and pointed out in the claims. 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side eleva 

tion of the machine. Fig. 2 is a plan view of 
the same, and Figs. 3, 4, and 5 illustrate parts 
in detail. 
A indicates the frame of the machine pro 

vided with bearings to receive transverse 
shafts b, r, m, m', m2, and m3. The shaft h, 
which is the main shaft of the machine, ex 
tends beyond the frame A, and upon its outer 
end is mounted a pulley d to receive apower 
belt. (Not shown.) e 

c is a gear-Wheel loosely mounted on the 
shaft b and meshing with a gear-wheel@ on 
the sha-ft r. g is another gear-Wheel also ar 
ranged upon the shaft b and meshingwith a 
gear-wheel 72. on the shaft j. 
d and f are bevel gear-Wheels fixed to the 

Wheels c and g, respectively, and between 
said bevel-gears is an idle bevel gear-Wheel e, 
mounted upon a stud supported upon the 
shaft b. ' 

The gear-wheels c and g, with their concen 
tric bevel~gears and the idler e, constitute 
what may be termed a set of “ gearing,” and 
as the three sets shown in the drawings are 
of substantially the same construction a 
specific description of the construction of one 
set will suffice for all. The second set of 
gearing consists of the wheels i and k,bevel 
gears d’ f', and idle bevel-gear e’, supported 

011 a stud on the shaft The Wheels 1l and 
k mesh, respectively, with Wheels o and l, 
mounted on the shafts m’ and m. The third 
set of gearing consists of the gear-wheels c’ 
and k’ and their bevel-gears d2 f2 and the 
idler bevel-gear e2, supported on _a stud on the 
shaft r. The Wheels t" and k’ mesh, respect, 
ively, with gear-wheels o’ and Z', arranged on 
the shafts m3 and m2, respectively. 

55 

a n’ n? n3 are spools fixed respectively on y 
the ends of the shafts m m’ m2 andmß. 
The dies (four in number in the machine 

shown inthe drawings) are arranged about 
equidistant between the spools n n’ n2 71,3, and 
are each supported in a holder S, Figs. 3 and 
4, provided with overhanging lips 7 and set 
screws S, to secure the die. The holder is 
provided ou one side with -sockets to receive 
balls 9, held in place by plates lO. The sup 
ports 11 are similarly provided with sockets 
and balls, and the latter are connected by. 
rods 12 With the balls 9 of the die-holder S. 
This construction permits the necessary play 
oryielding of the die-holder. As shown in 
Fig. 5, the balls and sockets may be omitted 
and spring-rods used, secured directly to the 
support 11 and the die-holder. 
Each die-holder S is suspended from the 

end of a lever t, fulcrumed above the support 
1l and provided with an adjustable Weight 
u. We prefer to secure this levert at its ful 
crum-point by a ball-and-socket connection to 
insure a free yielding movement thereof. 
D represents lthe feed-spool, arranged in 

line with the dies and drawing-spools, and E 
is the receiving-spool, located at the opposite 
end of the machine, upon an upright shaft 
ai, provided with a bevel gear-wheel a5, mesh 
ing with a bevel~gear c6 of the shaft F, which 
latter derives motion through a belt 2, from 
a pulley on the shaft b. The pulleyl on the 
shaft F is provided with friction-plates 4 or 
5, (one on either side of the pulley,) one of 
Which is adapted to be moved toward the 
other to clamp the pulley by means of the 
set-screw 6 and cause the plates and shaft F 
to revolve with the pulley 1. In case of un 
due strain on the spool E the pulley 1 Will re 
volve on the shaft F and avoid breaking of 
the wire. ' 

C is a pump for supplying liquid to the 
wire through the pipe B and jets w, 'which 
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latter project upwardly and discharge near 
the entrance side of the dies. A drip-trough 
H is arranged below the pipe B to collect the 
drip from the pipes. 
The operation of the mechanism thus de 

scribed is as follows: The wire is fed from 
the spool D through the dies and over the 
drawing-spools to the receiving-spool E. The 
relative arrangement and proportions of the 
several gearings are such as to give to each 
drawing-spool a rotation faster than the spool 
next preceding it in the direction of the feed 
of the wire. This variance in the speed of 
the spools is accomplished without affecting 
the uniformity in the tension of the wire, in 
asmuch as the beveled gearing operates to 
maintain a uniform strain or pull on the wire. 
The several shafts carrying the drawing-spools 
are rotated by the meshing of their respective 
fixed gears l, o, Z’, and o', with the gear-wheels 
7c, e', 7o', and i’, all of which are loosely mounted 
upon their shafts and derive movement from 
the beveled pinions e’ and e”, fixed to the 
shafts j and r, said pinions meshing with the 
bevel- gears arranged concentric with and 
fixed to said wheels k, e', k', and 1l’. A uni 
formity'of tension of the wire is maintained, 
for the reason that if the strain on any one 
of the spool-shafts is increased or lessened a 
corresponding acceleration or decrease of 
speed is communicated to the other shafts 
through the medium of the loose gearing and 
the beveled idlers. 
Having therefore described our invention, 

what we claim, and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent, is 

l. In a wire-drawing machine, the combi 
nation, with the dies and the feed and receiv 
ing spools, of shafts each carrying adrawing 
spool and a fixed gear-Wheel, and gearing ar 
ranged upon shafts adjacent to the spool 
shafts, said gearing comprisingloose gears, as 
d’,f’, CZ", and f”, and bevel-faced idlers sup` 
ported on studs and in gear with the loose 
gears, substantially as described. 

2. In a wire-drawing machine, the combi 
nation, with shafts carrying Wire-drawing 
spools and fixed gear-wheels on said shafts, 
of loosely-mounted gears having bevel-gears 
on their inner faces and transverse bevel» 
gears operated from the shaft carrying the 
loose gears and meshing with said loose gears, 
substantially as set forth. v 

3. In a Wire-drawing machine, the combi 
nation of the loosely-mounted gear-wheels c 
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g, having bevel-faced gears d f on their inner 
faces, a shaft b, provided with a fixed stud 
having a bevel-gear e journaled on its end to 
engage the gears cl f, and drawing-spool shafts 
and intermediate gearing connecting said_ 
spool-shafts with the shaft l) and its gearing, 
substantially as set forth. 

Ll. In a wire-drawing machine, the combi 
nation of a shaft having two gears loosely 
mounted thereon, one of which engages a 
drivin g-gear and the othera driven gear, and a 
stud mounted and fixed on said shaft between 
the loosely-mounted gears and having gear 
ing mounted thereon through which motion 
is communicated from one of said loosely 
mounted gears to the other in reverse direc 
tion, substantially as described. 

5. In a wire-drawing machine, the combi 
nation, With the delivery-spool, the wire-draw 
ing spools, and the winding-spool, of the loose 
pulley l, mounted on the shaft of the wind 
ing-spool, and the fixed and adj ustable clamp 
ing-plates 5 4, substantially as and for the 
purpose specified. 

6. In a wire-drawing machine, the combi 
nation of a die-supporting rod, a die sus 
pended at one end of the supporting-rod, and 
an adjustable Weight on the rod to balance the 
die, substantially as described. 

7. In a wire-drawing machine, the combi 
nation ot' a die-supporting rod having a tilt 
ing and a lateral movement in its support, a 
die hung to one end of the rod, and an ad 
justable Weight to balance the die, substan 
tially as described. 

8. In a wire-drawing machine, the combi 
nation of theffulcrurned supporting-rod t, pro 
vided with an adjustable weight u and 
mounted on a vertical support, the die s, hung 
from one end of the supporting-rod, and the 
rods 12 between the die and the support of 
the supporting-rod,substantiallyas described. 

9. In a wire-drawing machine, the combi 
nation of a swinging and tilting supporting 
rod mounted on asupport and provided with 
an adjustable weight, a die hung from one 
end of the supporting-rod, and a loosely-ar 
ranged connecting-rod disposed between the 
die and the supporting-rod support, substan 
tially as described. 

JAMES JOLLY. 
XVILLIAM JOLLY. 

Witnesses: 
ALLEN WEBSTER, 
G. W. D. UPTON. 
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